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A protein’s structure and interactions are key to understanding its
function. Skeletal muscle is filled with high molecular weight proteins
that evade experimental determination of structure. Commonly,
structures of single protein domains are used to overcome this hurdle.
In addition, recent developments in molecular modeling enable solid
testable predictions that further understanding of protein function.
When a structure is available from a homologous protein or domain,
alignment tools enable the creation of a 3 dimensional model based
on the homologous structure. By aligning the two dimensional amino
acid sequence of the protein of interest to the amino acid sequence of
the other protein for which a structure is available, computer models
can model the 3 dimensional structure of the protein of interest [1].
Such modeling of the 94 kDa muscle protease Calpain 3 led to testable
hypotheses into the effects of specific mutations that cause the disease
Limb Girdle Muscular Dystrophy 2A [2].
When two structures or structural models are available, computer
algorithms called docking algorithms can calculate the predicted surface
interaction to determine likely interaction sites [3]. Such experiments
offered support for a cleavage motif in Calpain 3 [4]. The docking
algorithm predicted that a small protein containing a putative cleavage
motif would have maximum surface interaction with its cleavage motif
at the active site of the protease, consistent with it being a substrate.
One note is that the calculations involved are complex and this method
works best with smaller structures.
When no homologous models are available, one can use the amino
acid sequence to predict secondary structures like alpha helices and
beta-sheets. Specific programs like LOCATE [5] enable screening for
protein domains in very large protein sequences. LOCATE enabled
the identification of large hydrophobic domains in the lipophilic giant
apolipoproteins B and I/II [5,6].
Finally, when no models are available to aid in prediction of
structure or interactions, one can turn to the literature. There is a wealth
of information available in written text, and real interaction partners
will leave traces by association in the literature. This assumption led to
the method of concept profiling [7], in which terms are associated into

clouds by co-occurrence in Medline abstracts [8,9]. Proteins with high
degree of overlap have a higher chance of being real interaction partners.
This method led to the prediction and experimental confirmation of
β-parvin as an interaction partner of Calpain 3 [8].
Protein structure is a great way to understand protein function.
When structure is hard to experimentally determine, molecular
modeling offers a powerful alternative.
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